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Abstract 

The subject of this paper is on drtection, location 
of traffic signs. The way we are operating is by first 
detecting salient features, then tracking them, and fi- 
nally identifying then1 in a snapshot view at the right 
resolution. A mixed model guided active detection is 
chosen to compensate for imperfect low level segmen- 
tation. The detection is also optimized based on a 
active contour model. The first experimental results 
are presented and the future working directions on 
the topic are also discussed. 

1 Introduction 

The purpose of our work is to give future drivers a visual 
assistance. The way we are operating is by first detecting 
salient features ar candidates, then tracking them, and fi- 
nally identifying them in a snapshot view a t  the right res- 
olution. A mixed model guided active detection is chosen 
[Kass 88,Poggio 85,Fua 871, since a pure bottom-up process 
hM no opportunity for correction and no prior knowledge to 
be integrated. Hough transform (cf. [Duda 721, [Ballard 811, 
[Illingworth 881 and [Mohr 881) needs a too large parameter 
space and is therefore discarded. 

Our proposed system can be described aa follows: 

2 Candidate detection 

First of all, we should model traffic signs. It is a quite easy 
thing, as traffic signs are in regular normalized geometric 
forms: triangular, rectangular. octagonal or circular'. So 
generaly, a convex polygon model can be used for triangular, 
rectangular and octaganal traffic signs and an ellipse can be 
suitable for a circular one. As it is well known that the 
convexity is preserved by central projection, A convex edge 
chain gives a good traffic sign candidate. Technique* are 
available for edge detection and chaining. I t  remains only 
how to  get right convex chains. 

Candidate detection begins with a classical edge detec- 
tion and followed by an edge linking algorithm (cf. [Dericlie 87, 
Giraudon 871). Then we decompose these edge cliains into 
convex sub-chains. First, a polygonal approximation is ap- 
plied to the obtained edge chains. I t  acts also like a s~nootli- 
ing effect on edge points. We are currently using a linear 
time consuming algorithm proposed by Wall and Danirls- 
son [Wall 841 to do so. A chain is said to be convex if the 
completed polygon by the missing segment gives always a 
convex hull. I t  is obvious that a linear scanning of linked 
segments of a chain is sufficient to break up it into c o ~ ~ v c x  
sub-chains. This can be illustrated by Figure 1. Each con- 
vex sub-chain iu thus considered as a possible candidate for 
the time being. 

1. detection and location, 

possible candidate detection 

candidate filtering, 

candidate selection and classification, 

candidate tracking over time, 

detection optimization a t  a given instant. 

2. content identification on signs. 

Figure 1: Deco~npositiori of a chain into convex sub-chains 
In this paper, we are dealing only with candidate de- 

tection, filtering, selection, ~ l ~ s i f i r a t i o n  and instantaneous 
detection optimization. However. a brief discussion will be 
given on the other related points. 'Actually we are partirularly interested in triangular and circular 

signs. 



3 Candidate selection 

So far, a great amount of candidates is obtained by the pre- 
vious processing. They are too numerous to manipulate. 
We have to  choose the good candidates and t,hen classify 
them. So what is a good candidate? Obviously we arc not 
interested in a highly elongated chain on one direction. We 
prefer more radially symmetric chains. This suggests that 
compactness of a chain is a good selection criterion. As we 
known that the compactness is defined by the ratio of the 
area of the curve over the perimeter square of the chain, 
i.e. compactness = ( a ~ e a ) / ( ~ e r i m e t e r ) ~ .  This is a scale- 
invariant number characterizing the curve. For all possible 
curves it is maximized by the most compact one, a circle. By 
most compact. we mean most radially symmetric. This per- 
mit US to eliminate all non compact enough convex chains. 

Chromatic information should be exploited, since traffic 
signs are chromaticdly normalized. From original t,ristimuli 
R. G. B images (cf. [Pratt  78]), we can calculate the inten- 
sity image I by R + G + B/3 ,  this intensity iniage can be 
analyzed as a normal B/W image. especially to get possi- 
ble candidates a.9 we did above. Color information is added 
around through color birlary images. Red binary image is 
calculated by logical operators between R, G. B images: 

R > G and R > B. 

Intuitively it means that a real red object should be most 
sensed in the red band. Similarly, we can compute the green 
(respectively blue) binary image by G > R and G > B 
(respectively B > R and B > G). After these, a morpho- 
logical operator Opening (cf. [Serra 821) can be applied to 
each color binary image to get rid of small isolated parti- 
cles. These color binary images can then be used to further 
select candidates. To do it, a specific color binary image is 
superimposed with the corresponding intensity image. For 
each previously selected candidate convex chain, if its en- 
closed area and a colorful region are overlapped, it will be 
confirmed, else it will be eliminated. 

F i g ~ ~ r e  2 displays good candidates, each one is inscribed 
in a rectangle. 

4 Candidate classification 

Now we are trying to give a first classification of selected 
candidates. This is done by fitting a selected candidate to 
a given geometric model (a triangle or a rectangle or an 
ellipse). The classification criterion is thus thc goodness of 
fitting of the chain. That is, if a chain fits better to an ellipse 
than a polygon, it will be classified a.7 a circular sign. The 
fitting criterion is the usual least squares fitting. That is, 
Fitting n points (xi, y;) i = 1.. . . n, to a nlodel which has 
m @ustable parameters a , ,  . . ..a,,: y ( r )  = y(x; a , ,  . . . a,) 
i.e. 

minin~ixe  over ( a l  . . .a,) : 

where 

~ ~ ( x t , ~ ; ,  Q,I ...a,", ) = (y, - y(x,; a,  . . .  a,,,))', 

As for best polygon fitting for a triangular or a rect- 
angular sign, it is just the well known ~ l ~ s i c a l  line fitting 
problem. However, to best fit an ellipse. it is in general case 
a complex noulinear problem. We havc! to use a numerical 
rninimizatic~:~ procedure to do it. Gencmly. it requires five 
parameters to define an arbitrary ellipse: its center. major 
and minor axes and its orientation. In our case, since it 
is impossible to have a rotated ellipse, the number of pa- 
rameters can be reduced to four instead of five. Suppose 
that the ellipse center is (xo, yo) and a and b are respec- 
tively its major and minor axis, we have fitting equation 
f (x ,  y;xo,yo,a, b) = b2(x - xo)' + a2(y - yo)2 - 1. How- 
ever the error function directly defined by this equatioi~ 
does not give satisfactory fitting. We take the error func- 
tion that is averaged by its gradient. Then a conjugate 
direction method is used to get best ellipse fitting. The 
related work on fitting conic curves car1 be also found in 
[Agin 81,Landau 87,Negata 85,Ponce 89,Pavlidis 821. 

Figures 3 and 4 show this first c1;l~sificntion. A circular 
candidate is displayed by an ellipse and a polygonal candi- 
date is displayed by a polygon. 



5 Detection optimization 

After the classification, we are going to perform detection 
optimization which permit us to better locate the traffic sign 
in the image and to further confirni the classificatio~~. 

The principle is the generalized active contour idea of 
Snake [Kws 881 which is also successfully nsed by Fua [Fua 891 
in aerial image analysis. 

The contour of an object is characterized by an objec- 
tive function. This function includes both the photometric 
and geometric model of the object. A pure snake is an en- 
ergy minimizing spline influenced by the image forcc. The 
objective f1111ction is 

Therefore the photornctric ~ilodel is the gradient field of 
t,he image and the gcomotric models are just snlooth spline 
curves. 

In our case. the objective function is only image gradient 
f0rce: 

F = k - 1 1  v ~ ( ~ t , y i ) I l ~ d t  

Thc geometric model is not directly i~icluded in the function, 
but it will be impo~ed er l~l ic i t lg  in optimization st,ep. 

The optimization procetlure in an iterative gradient method. 

1. co~npute the gradient of the objective function 

2. deform the curve in thc gradient direction with a step 

3. fit geometric model with least-squares technique 

4. update the curve for thc nt:xt iteration 

The procedure stops nntil thc curve is stable. 

Figure 5 shows this optin~ization step. 

6 Discussion 

We proposetl an active detection of traffic signs in this paper. 
Candidate dstccting is performed by first an edge detcction 
and then edge linking. The edge chains are then broken 
up into convex sub-chains as possible candidates. This list 
of candidates is filtered by the local geometric properties 
compactness and chroniatic inforn~ation to get the good can- 
didates. The principle of detection is forn~alized in ter~nes 
of an optimization problem, inspired by the Fua's applica- 
tion in areal imagery analysis. The objective function to 
optimize in our case is the energy created by gradient im- 
age, which is then optimized under constraints provided by 
objects geometric models. This grometric optimization is in 
its turn considered a5 a leat-square fitting problem. 

The strong points of this method arc brrsically ns follow- 
ing: 

The detection is guided by geo~iictric ~nodelx, thus it 
permits to rsward for a poor cdgc, detection in some 
extent. I t  is therefore a robust approach. 

Location is opti~nized, tii(,rrfore traffic signs are quit(! 
accurately locatc,tl. 

Tracking over time in straight forward. Since the dotec- 
tion in the current frame gives a good starting position 
for the active detection in the next frame. Of course 
this is possible only when frames are close enough. If 
not, we have to integrate the available motion infor- 
mation of the vehicle. 

The numerical bchaviour of the op t in~ iza t io~~  step is 
more stable than the pure Snake convrrgencc. 

The main weak point of the mcthod remains principally 
in the fact that the ellipse nonlinear fitting is quite t i ~ n c  
consnming in its actual implement,;tion. 

Future work is actually directed toward temporal track- 
ing for integrating avai1al)le motion i~lfor~uation. 
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